OUR PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

1. Workshop Design, Planning, Specification (Complete Turn Key Package)
2. Engineering, Consulting & Dispatching Technicians
3. Supply Service Tools and Training
4. Other Sales Activities
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

– Undercarriage Rebuilding Equipment

– Special Tools and Equipment for Maintenance Work

– Mobile Workshops, Auxiliary Trucks and Diagnostic Trucks

– Special Attachments
SPECIAL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT FOR MAINTENANCE WORK
SPECIAL ATTACHMENTS
ENGINEERING, CONSULTING and DISPATCHING TECHNICIANS

Service Workshop Planning & Commissioning

– Layout Design
– Tools and Equipment Recommendation
– Dispatch Engineers
– Service Training
Layout Design

Installation

Training
REPAIR & SERVICE
SERVICE WORKSHOP EQUIPMENT & TOOLS
WORKSHOPS

The Good, The Bad and The Ugly
The Bad
The UGLY
Now for The Good
Bad Workshops Lead to Bad / Poorly Maintained Machines
Examples of Bad Service Facilities and Equipment
Poor Workshop Facilities
Bad Equipment Leads to Bad, Poor Quality Work
Track Reconditioning
Proper Track Assembly Line
Workshop Before Refurbishment
After Refurbishment
ODA TRAINING CENTER PROJECTS
FOREIGN TRAINEES
BENEFITS OF WORKING WITH HEMS

1. The Dealer will be Equipped with the Latest Service Tooling & Technology Available

2. Resulting in the Best Service Capability for the Dealer so as to ensure the Q.A. (Quality Assurance) standards required to support the manufacturers’ equipment

3. Reduction in Warranty Cost percentage

4. Increased Efficiency = Increased Profits

5. Assurance of Continuous support from HEMS
Additional Benefits of having an Efficient Workshop & the Latest Service Equipment Technology

Increased Efficiency Leads to:

Profitability
Customer Satisfaction
Future Sales
Working with You
For The Future